word of the week
ally - noun: a (typically straight and/or cisgender) person who actively supports, advocates, and respects members of the LGBTQ community
Source: It’s Pronounced Metrosexual, 2020

statistic of the week
76% of LGBTQ youth report that the recent political climate impacted their mental health or sense of self
Source: The Trevor Project, 2019

clickable educational articles
It's Time to Talk To Queer Youth About PrEP
What Is PrEP?
Sources: The Advocate, 2018; Planned Parenthood, 2020

this week in LGBTQ+ history
April 1, 2001: In the Netherlands, legislation allowing same-sex marriage goes into effect, making it the first country to extend full marriage rights to same-sex couples.
Source: The Lavender Effect, 2013

clickable news links
• LGBTQ Youth Among the Most Vulnerable as Homeless Centers Close
• SAGE, Serving LGBTQ Elders, Is in the Second Fight of Its Life
• 'I Tested Positive:' A Horrible Flashback for HIV Survivors
• Trump’s Cabinet Minister Blames LGBTQ People for COVID-19
• Nikki Caster, Marina Rice Bader Launch LGBTQ-Focused COVID-19 Show
• Threesomes, Marriage, Kids: Schitt’s Creek Depicts a Modern Gay Couple

upcoming CFH events
All upcoming in-person CFH events have been postponed.

Internal staff - Please see the email that was sent out with external webinars that you may complete for CLHs.

LGBTQ+ 101: Cultural Sensitivity Training for Internal Staff
• Tuesday, April 21st from 12-4 PM
• Via Google Hangouts
• Presented by Nathan Ohren, APCC

"TO DENY ANY PERSON THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS IS TO CHALLENGE THEIR VERY HUMANITY." - NELSON MANDELA, SOUTH AFRICAN ANTI-APARTHEID REVOLUTIONARY, POLITICAL LEADER, AND PHILANTHROPIST